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MADE IN DENMARK

Original Danish 
design
Our furniture is based on ideas of simplicity,  
functionality and great details. One of the  
great details is that vi only use sustainable  
wood. Another is our commitment to the  
zoriginal trade.

Throughout the years, Skovby has educated 
more than 250 men and women within the  
field of furniture production. With an inclusive 
staff policy, a flexible senior policy and a con-
stant flow of around 10 apprentices, we carry 
on our core values while also investing in the 
future. 

We are proud to say that we work hard and 
passionately each day to uphold the traditions 
of great Danish design. We still produce our 
furniture locally, in Denmark – strengthening 
and embracing the know-how and crafts-
manship necessary for creating the ultimate 
Danish design pieces for our customers to  
enjoy for many years to come.

This year we celebrate our 90th anniversary.
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First generation and founder T. Rasmussen Second generation V. Rasmussen 

Second generation V. Rasmussen 
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Owners, Preben Rasmussen & Jørgen Rasmussen 

Third generation
Skovby’s story began in 1933 in a small rural  
village in Denmark. Back then a talented 
young cabinetmaker with big dreams start-
ed a small-scale furniture production in his 
mother’s home in Skovby. His name was  
Thorvald Rasmussen – and this was the be-
ginning of what would eventually become 
Skovby Møbelfabrik A/S.

For Thorvald – and later his son Villy – there 
were many obstacles, but also many triumphs 
along the way, and slowly but surely the  
company expanded and grew. Today Skovby 
is owned by third generation and grandsons 
Preben and Jørgen Rasmussen and the furni-
ture is still designed and produced locally – in 
the heart of Denmark – in Skovby, where it all 
began.
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#104 Console table I Multi-function
Black oak  
 6-9 
More info page 52
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PER HÅNSBÆK
Architect & Designer

With a passion for equal parts materials, design and func-
tionality architect Per Hånsbæk has developed a long line of 
Skovby dining room furniture for more than 30 years. 

Each piece of furniture has the characteristic Hånsbæk sig-
nature – a distinct balance between design and functionality, 
which he believes to be of equal importance. 

MEET THE DESIGNER
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TIME TO
EXPAND 

YOUR
CIRCLE

Round dining tables with unique extension systems
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Make room for all your loved ones with the beautiful 
and iconic #33 dining table.

The table is known for its unique patented exten
sion system. A turntable under the tabletop splits  
the tabletop in three in one synchronous movement  
revealing three extension leaves stored in the base.  
When light pressure is applied, the extension leaves 
unfold and expand the circle of the tabletop to a  
seating capacity of 9 people.

 � see function at skovby.com

Expand your
circle

Skovby #33 I Expand your circle



#33 Table | black nanolaminate top   6-9 
Chair #825 

Black oak
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Skovby #33 I Expand your circle

#33 Table top | Walnut natural oil
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#33 Table |   6-9 
#46 Chair 

 Walnut natural oil 
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Table #120 is ideal for modern, compact living with its small and perfectly 
round shape. 

The wooden legs appear both edgy and soft with interesting lines and a 
smooth rounded finish. The legs are slightly angled for a vivid expression  
and contemporary look.

Skovby #120 I Expand your circle
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#120 Table | black nanolaminate top   4-9 
#807 Chair

 Oak white oil
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Dining table  #111  is a smaller and 
more compact version of table #112.

 � see function at skovby.com

#111 Table  4-8  
#92 Chair 

Oak lacquered

Skovby #111 I Expand your circle
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 � see function at skovby.com #112 Table  4-14 
 #65 Chair

Walnut lacquered

Skovby #112 I Expand your circle

#112 Table |    4-14
#63 Chair

Oak white oil
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THE MORE 
THE MERRIER

RECTANGULAR DINING TABLES WITH INNOVATIVE EXTENSION SYSTEMS
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Skovby #23 I #26 I #24 I #27

Tables #24 I #27
8-20 people

Tables #23 I #26
614 people
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The more the merrier
In the category of rectangular dining tables with traditional extension systems, you find our 
popular models #23, #24, #26 and #27. All tables are supplied with three extension leaves, which  
are stored conveniently under the tabletop.  A fourth extension leaf is available separately for 
#23 and #26 as is a set consisting of three extra extension leaves for #24 and #27. Each inserted  
extension leaf extends the seating capacity by two seats. 
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#27 Table |   6-20  
#826 Chair 

#833 Bench
 #840 Stool

Oak natural oil

Skovby #26 I #27 I The more the merrier
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#27 Table |    6-20  
#826 Chair

#833 Bench
 #840 Stool

Oak natural oil
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Skovby #26 I #27 I The more the merrier
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#27 Table |    6-20  
#47 Chair with built-in function

#414 Sideboard 
Oak white oil
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#27 Table  Black nanolaminate top |    6-20
#55 Chair

Oak white oil
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Skovby #26 I #27 I The more the merrier
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#26 Table |    4-14  
#825 Chair

#304 Sideboard 
Black oak
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 � see function at skovby.com #23 Table    4-14  
#801 Chair
Black oak

Skovby #23 I #24 I The more the merrier

#23 Table |    4-14 Oak white oil
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#24 Table |   8-20  
#64 Chair

#306 Sideboard
Oak white oil
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From leftover wood
to beautiful design

SUSTAINABLE & 
STACKABLE STOOL
The idea and design of stool #840 sprang 
from pieces of leftover wood. Pieces cut from 
round and elliptical shaped tables are brought 
together to create a stackable and sustainable 
stool made entirely from leftover pieces from 
our production.

Three joined pieces of solid wood give the seat 
a dynamic and interesting pattern. Combined 
with the edgy legs the result is a unique, 
sculptural look.

Use the stool as extra seating, a small side table, 
or simply a beautiful display piece in your home. 

Skovby #840 I Stool
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WE LOVE WOOD
Wood is a living, lasting and everchanging material. And 
it is the core of everything we do. We believe balance is 
key. And we believe in protecting and respecting nature 
and the forests that give life to our furniture. 
That is the reason why we produce our furniture  locally 
– in our three Danish factories. 
Why we only use wood from sustainable forests and 
utilise all excess wood. Why we invest in energy efficient 
machinery and technology. And why we strive to always 
create highquality pieces that last a lifetime and can be 
 redeployed and recycled, again and again. 

Because we care. 

For more information on our environmental policy visit skovby.com
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Skovby #832 I #833 I Social seating

#832 Bench
Black oak

#833 Bench 
Oak natural oil

Scooch together on the sturdy and beautiful twoseater #832 or the threeseater 
bench #833 This versatile bench is crafted from solid wood and is as decorative as it is 
functional. Use it for seating, in the entry hall, by the foot of the bed, or as a display and 
storage piece – simply use your imagination. 
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#832 Bench
 Oak natural oil
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Home desk #131 with rounded corners in solid wood, veneer or laminate  
provides a beautiful and functional workspace.

The simple and light design takes up minimal space in the home while 
still providing a practical workspace with pre-installed USB plug-ins, a 
spacious drawer and velcro straps for cords and cables.

Skovby #130 I #131 I Beautiful and functional workspaces

#131 Home desk |  HPL laminate top
#52 Chair
Oak white oil
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#130 Home desk | Black Oak
#840 Stool | Oak natural oil

Skovby #130 I #131 I Beautiful and functional workspaces

Home desk #130 has a rounded steel underframe inspired by 
the style of the 100yearold Bauhaus School of Design. 
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Skovby #30 I The more the merrier



By the simple push of a button you can transform this 
awardwinning table #30 from a normal dining table to a 
standing workstation or a low table for children’s play and 
homework – and right back again. 

Functionality is paramount, the possibilities are endless  
– and it is all wrapped up in a timeless, elegant design. 

#30 Table | Walnut natural oil | black nanolaminate top   8-12 
#50 Chair

40 I 41

Rising to the
occasion
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Skovby #30 I The more the merrier

 � see function at skovby.com #30 Table | Walnut natural oil | black nanolaminate top   8-12 
#50 Chair 

Be prepared for any situation and occasion with this extend
able, heightadjustable multipurpose table #30. 

The table has rechargeable batteries and no cords for easy 
access and usability. It hides two extension leaves under the 
tabletop, which quickly and smoothly increases the seating 
capacity from 8 to 12 people. And with one push of a button 
the height can be adjusted from 64 to 110 cm. 
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Skovby #105 I #106 I The more the merrier

Bring nature into your home with the cool and modern 
plank table #106.

The solid planks of the tabletop appear smooth yet rustic  
as they clearly show the life, quality and feel of the wood. 
The planks are carried by two movable trapeze-shaped 
frames providing a sturdy look and great flexibility. 

The model is also available in the slightly shorter version 
#105.

Plank table #106 seats 610 people in its basic position 
and is extendable in the form of two extension leaves – 
one in each table end, providing extra seating for a total 
of 1214 people. 

The slightly shorter version of the model, #105, seats 6 
people in its basic position and 10 people in extended 
form.
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#106 Table |   6-14  
#52 Chair 

Oak white oil
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Skovby #126 I The more the merrier

In the new dining table #126 we have revived the traditional Dutch pull
out system. The legs are angled and pulled slightly from the corners 
towards the centre of the tabletop.

This gives the table a fresh, contemporary look and  flexi bility in terms of 
seating arrangements. 

 � see function at skovby.com
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#126 Table |    4-10  
#827 Chair  

Oak white oil
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Skovby #11 I The more the merrier

#11 Table |   6-12 
#52 Chair 

Oak white oil | black nanolaminate top 

Dining table #11 is smart in terms of both look and function.  

The butterfly extension mechanism smoothly unfolds two 
hidden leaves, increasing the seating capacity from 6 to 12 
people. The sloping legs create a sharp profile and sculptural, 
modern appearance.

 � see function at skovby.com

#11 Table
Oak white oil

HPL white laminate top
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Skovby #39 I The more the merrier

A unique and sculptural vshaped base provides table #39 with a characteristic 
and dynamic expression   – emphasised by an undivided tabletop with a patented 
extension system. 

A light push to the tabletop reveals a hidden extension leaf, which is easily put  
into place in continuation of the tabletop.

#39 Table |  6-14 
#58 Chair 

#923 Display cabinet 
Walnut natural oil

#39 Table | Oak white oil

 � see function at skovby.com
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Skovby #135 I Serving trolley

Serving trolley #135 completes any room – ranging from a cool display 
piece to a wellequipped bar station with practical laminate surfaces, 
hidden wheels and a wine rack.

Compartment containing a 
small tray and chopping board

#135 Serving trolley
Oak white oil w. black nanolaminate top
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Skovby #101 I The more the merrier

The multifunctional, adjustable dining table #101 
has wheels, a drawer, wire shelves, storage space, a 
heat resistant surface area, liftupleaves extension 
system and a reversible tabletop. In other words, it 
has it all.

Small living

#101 Table | Black oak    2-6 
 #96 Chair 
Black oak
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Is it a dining table? Is it a home desk? A hobby desk? 
Or a console table? Yes, yes, yes, and yes. 
The new captivating #104 is all those things – and more! 

Transforms from a practical home office desk to a dining 
table for 4 to 6 people for compact city life. Or changes from 
a decorative console table to a creative work space. 
All in one folding motion.

 � see function at skovby.com

#104 Table |   2-6 
#807 Chair 

#412 cabinet 
 Black oak

Skovby #104 I Console table
Multi-function
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Skovby #104 I Table

#104 Table |  2-6 
#807 Chair 

#412 Cabinet 
Black oak

#104 Table
Black | Black nanolaminate top 
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Skovby #104 I Console Table
Multi-function

#104 Table |   2-6
Oak white oil | HPL laminate top

Storage under the tabletop

 � see function at skovby.com
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MIX,
MATCH 

AND
RELAX

COFFEE TABLES DESIGNED WITH CLASSIC ELEMENTS
COMBINE AS YOU PLEASE
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Coffee table #241 / 260S 
Coffee table #241 / 261S 
Black nanolaminate top
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When design and functionality meet individuality. A classic yet versatile coffee table collection 
from Skovby. Designer Per Hånsbæk has created the elements for you to choose the 
combination to match exactly your home.

Choose the shape, wood sort, finish and size of your tabletop and combine with your choice of 
the classic wooden legs, the edgy steel frame, or the functional height-adjustable base.

Design your own
coffee table

 Coffee table #241 / 261S 
Walnut natural oil
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Coffee table #243 / 262S
Ceramic top 
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Balancing between the traditional and unexpected, the new 
ceramic top is created with an international approach to crafts, 
simplicity and functionalism. 

58 I 59

Bringing you
international design
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Skovby #244 I Mix & Match

 � see function at skovby.com

Coffee table #244267 is part of the new versatile coffee table series from Skovby. Mix & Match 
the items and choose the combination to match your home perfectly.

#244 is a rectangular table model with slightly rounded corners. The shape and size are a great 
match to a larger couch, without taking up too much space in your room. Combined with #267 
you get an extraordinary and flexible coffee table.

Press the small switch under the coffee tabletop or use the remote control and the battery-
powered electric system elevates the coffee table to just the height you want – in one easy 
sliding movement. 

Extraordinary & Flexible 
– in one easy sliding movement

Coffee table #244 / 267  
height adjustable base

Oak white oil



Coffee table #244 / 267
 height adjustable base

Oak white oil
#825 Chair | Black Oak
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Skovby #243 I Mix & Match

Coffee table #243 / #266 (height-adjustable base)
Oak white oil

 � see function at skovby.com
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Skovby #241 | #243 I Mix & Match

  Coffee table #241 / #264
White HPL top

Oak white oil legs

#241 / #265 Coffee table
Oak white oil

Coffee table #241 / #264 
Coffee table #243 / #264 

Oak white oil
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Coffee table #242 / #264
Walnut natural oil

#840 Stool | Black oak
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Coffee table #244 / 263S
Black nanolaminate top

64 I 65
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LEGS 264 
For tabletop #244

45 cm

17.7”

LEGS 263S (Black steel) 
For tabletop #244

4870 cm

18.9”27.6”

BASE 267
For tabletop #244

35x35x5 cm

13.8x13.8x2”

DRAWER #24424 (BLACK) 

Only for tabletops #244/263, #244/264 & #244/265

Oak lacquer Oak natural oil Oak white oil

Walnut Lacquer Walnut natural oil

Grey ceramic

Black steel with brass detail

99x99 cm / 39x39”

45,5 cm

17.9”

45,5 cm

17.9”

45 cm

17.7” 4870 cm

18.9”27.6”

65 cm 

25.6”

TABLETOP #242 TABLETOP #243

LEGS 264 
For tabletops #242 & #243

Ø99 cm / Ø39”

49 cm

19.3”

49 cm

19.3”

LEGS 265 
For tabletops #242 & #243

Black oak  Black nanolaminate White HPL laminate

LEGS 262S (Black steel) 
For tabletops #242 & #243

BASE 266
For tabletops #242 & #243

*The specified height includes the tabletop

*The specified height includes the tabletop

TABLETOP #244

130 cm / 51” 

LEGS 265 
For tabletop #244

COFFEE TABLES by Per Hånsbæk

Oak lacquer Oak natural oil Oak white oil

Walnut Lacquer Walnut natural oil

Grey ceramic

Black steel with brass detail

Black oak  Black nanolaminate White HPL laminate
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Drawer #24424 (ONLY FOR TABLETOPS #244/263, #244/264 & #244/265)

Oak lacquer Oak natural oil Oak white oil

Walnut Lacquer Walnut natural oil

Grey ceramic

Black steel with brass detail

54x54 cm / 21.3x21.3”

45,5 cm

17.9”

TABLETOP #240 TABLETOP #241

LEGS 264 
For tabletops #240 & #241

Ø59,5 cm / Ø23.4”

49 cm

19.3”

LEGS 265 
For tabletops #240 & #241

Black oak  Black nanolaminate White HPL laminate

*The specified height includes the tabletop

COFFEE TABLES by Per Hånsbæk

41,5 cm

16.4”

LEGS 260S (Black steel) 
For tabletops #240 & #241

BASE 261S (Black steel) 
For tabletops #240 & #241

45 cm

17.7”

Responsible manufacturing 
& safety
Skovby want to ensure that our products are socially 
responsible, both in the way that they are produced 
alongside contributing to safe environments.

All Skovby products are produced and assembled in 
Denmark. We want to make sure that our products 
contribute towards healthier indoor climates.

By keeping all production under one roof, we achieve 
strong involvement and broad representation of in-
terdisciplinary competencies, which are all within 
shortrange from initial idea to finished product. Our 
products are developed through close interaction be-
tween cabinetmakers, technicians and the company 
architect. 

Together they pursue to reach new heights with multi-
functional and lasting designs.

We continue to aim for functional sustainable designs 
with a durability that will allow Skovby products to be 
used for many years to come.
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Coffee table #242 / #264
Black oak

Skovby strive to offer an extensive selection of designs for the evolving needs 
of the modern home.

Alongside this, we continuously develop the universe of colours, designs and 
new international textures for our products. Skovby give you the opportunities 
to create endless possibilities of our collection to find the exact match for 
your home.

More info at skovby.com
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#206 65x63 cm
 25.6x24.8”

#207 65x63 cm
 25.6x24.8”

Comb. #206/#207#205 77x135 cm
       30.3x53”
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DON'T BE 
SQUARE

SHAPE UP FOR ELLIPSES AND OTHER NOT SO SQUARE SHAPES
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Skovby #116 | #117 I Don't be square

#117 Table |   6-12
#55 Chair

Walnut natural oil 

Extendable dining table #116 and the slightly longer table #117 are 
rectangular models with rounded corners and central pedestal 
bases with soft geometrical shapes and edgy, wedge-shaped end 
pieces.

The tables are equipped with a patented, synchronous extension 
system.

See all colours and finishes in the index and on skovby.com

 � see function at skovby.com
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#117 Table |  6-12 
#544 Sideboard 

#55 Chair 
Walnut natural oil
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Skovby #116 | #117 I Don't be square
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#116 Table |   6-12 
#811 Chair w. built-in function 

Oak white oil | Black nanolaminate top   
#452 Display cabinet | Black oak
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Skovby #118 | #119 I Don't be square

#544 Sideboard | Oak white oil

#118 and #119 are two different lengths of the same 
 rectangular table with soft rounded corners and a classic 
wooden underframe.

Beneath the tabletop is a compartment for storing two 
 extension leaves, which are available for additional purchase. 

See all colours and finishes in the index and on skovby.com

See function at skovby.com
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#118 Table  6-12
#825 Chair 

#544 Sideboard 
Oak white oil
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The shape of the table legs is both edgy and soft with interesting lines 
and a smooth rounded finish. The legs are slightly angled, for a vivid 
expression and contemporary look.

See all colours and finishes in the index and on skovby.com

#119 Table | HPL top  6-12 
#825 Chair 
Oak white oil

Skovby #118 | #119 I Don't be square

 � see function at skovby.com
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#119 Table | HPL top  6-12 
#811 Chair with built-in function 

Oak white oil
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#119 Table 
#410 Display cabinet

#46 Chair
Walnut natural oil | black nanolaminate top
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#78 Table |  6-14 
#52 Chair 

Oak white oil
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Skovby #78 I Don't be square

Skovby #78 is easily transformed from having a seating capacity of 6 to a seating capacity of 14 
people. When closed the elliptical tabletop is resting on four conical legs united in pairs. The 
small gap between the tabletop and legs gives the table a light and harmonious appearance.

 � see function at skovby.com
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#78 Table 
#52 Chair   6-14 

733 Sideboard
 Oak white oil

Options for #733 Sideboard

Wooden legs Steel legs Wall mounted
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ROOM FOR 
STORAGE

CABINETS WITH ROOM FOR THE THINGS THAT YOU VALUE THE MOST
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Skovby #410 I #412 I #413 I #414 I Room for storage 

Inspired by the calming, elegant lines of a single soft curve 
the latest collection offers a new design for every room. 
Three sideboards, a display cabinet, a TV cabinet, a multi-
purpose table and two chairs – all with curved features – 
compose a beautiful cohesion in the collection. Along with a 
new edgy dining table, which contrasts beautifully with the 
rounded shapes.

Curved room for storage

#410 Display cabinet 
Walnut natural oil

#412 Sideboard 
Oak white oil
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#414 Sideboard 
Oak white oil

#414 Sideboard 
Oak white oil

#413 Sideboard 
Oak white oil
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#544 Sideboard
 Oak white oil

Skovby #544 I Room for storage

Sideboard #544 takes storage to the next level with its semiautomatic folding 
doors, a veneered  backside and inclined edges. This makes it appealing from 
all angles and perfect as an elegant room divider in open, modern spaces.

 � see function at skovby.com
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Skovby #300 I Room for storage

#302 Highboard
Oak white oil

#300 Sideboard 
 Oak white oil
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Skovby #306 I #307 I Room for storage

Sideboard #306 has a simple and classic construction, which is perfect for stylish interior  
design. The sideboard consists of two spacious drawers and two shelves behind two 
doors. The two other doors hide a double cabinet with a wide shelf with room for larger 
dishes and serving bowls.

The sideboard is designed to match #304 & #307, as well as TV cabinet #305, which has 
the same light and classic design.

See function at skovby.com

#306 Sideboard 
 Oak white oil
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#307 Display cabinet 
 Oak white oil
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Skovby #400 I Room for storage

#405 Sideboard 
Walnut natural oil

With the #400 series you can mix and match, change it up and top it off with many 
different wood or laminate finishes – all intercombinable with the sideboard finishes.

Create a combination that matches your home, style and mood. 

Explore the possibilities on skovby.com
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Skovby #400 I Room for storage

#402 Sideboard 
 Smoked oak

Top in wood or laminate colour

#404 Sideboard
Black oak

The #400 series allows you to choose between two, four or 
five storage modules – creating the perfect sized sideboard 
for your home. The modules are named #402, #404 and #405 
accordingly and have a minimalist and harmonious design. 
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Skovby #400 I Room for storage

#452 display cabinet
Walnut natural oil

#452 display cabinet
Oak white oil

#452 display cabinet
Oak natural oil

Display cabinet #452 is the star of our modern storage line, the 
#400series. With proportions following the Golden Ratio principle, 
the #452 cabinet is  well balanced and pleasing to the eye.

The function of the cabinet is equally decorative and practical. The 
wooden frames provide a stunning contrast to delicate glassware and 
knick-knacks.

See all colours and finishes in the index and on skovby.com

#400 Plinth#400 Legs 

Choose between metal legs or a plinth 
for your display cabinet. 
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#452 Display cabinet 
 Black oak
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#914 Cabinet
 Walnut natural oil

Skovby #900 I Room for storage
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Skovby #900 I Room for storage

#942 Sideboard 
Walnut natural oil

#932 Sideboard 
Walnut natural oil

#923 Display cabinet 
Walnut natural oil
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Skovby Remote Link®

#305 TV/Hi-Fi cabinet | Oak white oil

#411 TV/Hi-Fi cabinet | Black oak

#931 TV/Hi-Fi cabinet | Oak white oil

TV/Hi-Fi cabinets
Our TV/HiFi cabinets are equipped with Skovby Remote Link®  a feature that lets you remote 
control equipment through closed doors and drawers. This way you can hide electronic 
equipment and cords behind elegant design without having to compromise quality, technology, 
and functionality.

#941 TV/Hi-Fi cabinet | Walnut natural oil

- Optinal soundbar solution
- Optional fitting with plinth

- Fittings for wall mounting included
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#411 TV/Hi-Fi cabinet  
Black oak

TV/Hi-Fi cabinets 
– more than storage
With our collection of innovative TV and HiFi furniture, you can achieve the fully
functional entertainment center of your dreams - while enjoying a clutter and 
cord-free space around your TV. 

See all colours and finishes in the index and on skovby.com

 � see function at skovby.com
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LED lights optional in all 
NORRA modules.

Soft close hinges available 
for all NORRA doors. 

Carefully selected veneer 
fronts ensure consistency 
in colour and grain of the 
modules.

Moveable sets of 3 and 4 
trays in stylish anthracite 
grey. Available for module 
#621. 

Skovby NORRA by Skovby

NORRA by Skovby combination | Smoked oak
Visit skovby.com for more information

#27 Table |  8-20
#63 Chair 
Black oak



NORRA by Skovby combination | Oak white oil
Visit skovby.com for more information
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Organisation
mode

NORRA by Skovby is a storage system that brings peace and 
order into your home. 

Mix the many different modules, components and bases to create 
a combination that suits your needs and taste. With the spacious 
drawers, trays and shelves you can easily style and organise your 
home. 



SKOVBY - MADE IN DENMARK
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HAVE A SEAT
A BEAUTIFUL AND COMFORTABLE SEAT DOTS THE I OF A PERFECT DINNER
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#48 DINING CHAIR
45x54x87 cm
17.7x21.3x34.3”
#48X Stackable

#53 DINING CHAIR
45x54x92 cm
17.7x21.3x36.2”

#55 DINING CHAIR
57x55x78 cm
22.4x21.7x30.7”

Skovby steel chair collection

Not just a place to sit
Think about it. When you choose a chair, you’re actually choosing where you will help your child crack the  
code to algebra, where you’ll discover new favorite foods and where to gloat when you beat your friends at  
board games. At Skovby we design chairs knowing what a central role they play in your life. We focus on your 
comfort choosing only high quality materials and we make sure your whole body is supported when you sit.  
So turn the pages and have a look at our line of beautifully crafted chairs.
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Skovby steel chair collection

#58 DINING CHAIR
46x54x92 cm
17.7x21.3x36.2”

#93 DINING CHAIR
47x55x86 cm
18x24x34”

#27 Table |  6-20 
#63 Chair 

Oak white oil



#
80

2

#
80

1

#
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#
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Skovby #800 I Have a seat

#800 SERIES
Our #800 series of dining chairs are defined by a uniquely shaped shell seat. 

An appealing, geometrical shape with edgy lines that stands out. 

With endless combinations of shells, wood sorts, underframes, colours, fabrics, 
and leather, the versatile #800 series lets you take active part in the design. 

Make it your own!
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MIX & MATCH
…with more than 1000 different combinations of fabrics, shells and frames. 

See more combinations at skovby.com

38 Fabrics 

11 Leather colours

3 Steel frames 

6 Wooden underframes

6 Wooden shell seats
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#808 Counter stool

#50 Bar stool | Height-adjustable base

Skovby I Have a seat

The multi-purpose dining chair #50 transforms from a 
dining chair to a counter height bar stool.

The chair is upholstered and has great seating comfort. 
Each family member can adjust his or her own chair for 
best possible comfort. 

The chair has 360degree swivel function. 

Counter stool #808 consists of edgy shell seats and a 
solid wooden underframe. The legs are constructed 
around two square frames, which give the stool a 
distinct geometrical look and characteristic silhouette.

The stool are made from strong, natural materials 
but maintain a light expression because of the thin, 
elegant shell seat.

Reaching new
heights
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#808 Counter stool
 Black oak
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#40 DINING CHAIR
46x61x86 cm
18x24x34”

#46 DINING CHAIR
47x49x79 cm
18.5x19.2x31.1”

NEW

NEW

#47 DINING CHAIR
47x56x85 cm
18.5x22x33.4”

#52 DINING CHAIR
52x52x75 cm
20.5x20.5x29.5”

Skovby I Have a seat

Built-in function
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#66 DINING CHAIR
47x56x95 cm
18.5x22x37.4”

#65 DINING CHAIR  
57x55x78 cm
22.4x21.7x30.7”

#63 DINING CHAIR
45x54x88 cm
17.7x21.3x34.7”

#64 DINING CHAIR
47x56x95 cm
18.5x22x37.4”

Skovby I Have a seat
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#96 DINING CHAIR 
45x49x80 cm
17.7x19.3x32.7”

Skovby I Have a seat

#92 DINING CHAIR
47x55x86 cm
18x24x34”

#94 DINING CHAIR  
45x49x83 cm
17.7x19.3x32.7”

Not available on all markets

#91 DINING CHAIR
45x54x84 cm
17.7x21.3x33”
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#825 DINING CHAIR 
50x51x77 cm
19.7x20x30.3”

#826 DINING CHAIR  
50x51x77 cm
19.7x20x30.3”

#827 DINING CHAIR  
50x51x77 cm
19.7x20x30.3”

#811 DINING CHAIR  
46x53x82 cm
18x20.9x32.3”

Skovby I Have a seat

NEW

Built-in function
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BMU Beech soap
 Buche seifenbehandelt
 Bøg sæbebehandlet

W Black oak lacquered
 Schwarzer Eiche lackiert
 Sort eg lakeret
WH Black oak with top in white HPL
 Schwarze Eiche mit weißer HPL-  
 Tischplatte
 Sort eg med top i hvid HPL

B Beech lacquered
 Buche lackiert
 Bøg lakeret
BM Beech solid lacquered
 Buche massiv lackiert
 Bøg massiv lakeret

ED Smoked oak lacquered
 Räuchereiche lackiert
 Røget eg lakeret
EMD Smoked oak solid lacquered
 Räuchereiche massiv lackiert
 Røget eg massiv lakeret
EDS  Smoked oak w. top in black 

nanolaminate
 Räuchereiche lackiert mit   
 schwarzer 
 Nanolaminat-Tischplatte
 Røget eg med top i sort   
 nanolaminat

Dining tables

Storage furniture is made of lacquered, soap-finished or oil-finished veneer.
Aufbewahrungsmöbel werden aus lackiertem, seifenbehandeltem oder geöltem Furnier hergestellt.
Opbevaringsmøbler fremstilles i lakeret, sæbebehandlet eller oliebehandlet finer. 

Solid versions of tables will come with veneered extension leaves in solid look as standard.
Massivholzversionen der Tische werden standardmäßig mit furnierten Einlegeplatten im Massiv-Look geliefert. 
Massive udgaver af borde vil blive leveret med finerede tillægsplader i massivt look som standard.

Chairs are surface-treated, so oil treatment is not necessary.
Die Stühle sind oberflächenbehandelt - Öl-Behandlung ist nicht nötig.
Stole er overfladebehandlet, så oliebehandling kan udelades.
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E Oak lacquered
 Eiche lackiert
 Eg lak
EM Oak solid lacquered
 Eiche massiv lackiert
 Eg massiv lak

EMH Solid oak white oil
 Eiche massiv weiß geölt
 Eg massiv hvidolie 
EH  Oak white oil
 Eiche weiß geölt 
 Eg hvidolie
EHS  Oak white oil w. top in black 

nanolaminate
  Eiche weiß geölt mit schwarzer 

Nanolaminat-Tischplatte
 Eg hvidolie med top i sort   
 nanolaminat
EHH Oak white oil with top in white HPL
  Eiche weiß geölt mit weißer HPL-

Tischplatte
 Eg hvidolie med top i hvid HPL
EHF Oak white oil w. top in white   
 nanolaminate
 Eiche weiß geölt mit weißer   
 Nanolaminat-Tischplatte
 Eg hvidolie m. top i hvid nanolaminat

N Walnut lacquered
 Nussbaum lackiert
 Valnød lakeret
NF  Walnut lacquered w. top in white 

nanolaminate
  Nussbaum lackiert mit weißer 

Nanolaminat-Tischplatte
  Valnød lakeret m. top i hvid 

nanolaminat
NS  Walnut lacquered w. top in black 

nanolaminate
  Nussbaum lackiert mit schwarzer 

Nanolaminat-Tischplatte
 Valnød lakeret m. top i sort   
 nanolaminat

NMO Solid walnut natural oil
 Nussbaum massiv natur geölt
 Massiv valnød naturolie
NO Walnut natural oil
 Nussbaum natur geölt
 Valnød naturolie 
NOS  Walnut natural oil w. top in black 

nanolaminate
  Nussbaum natur geölt mit 

schwarzer  
Nanolaminat-Tischplatte

  Valnød naturolie med top i sort 
nanolaminat 

NOH Walnut oil w. top in white HPL
  Nussbaum natur geölt mit weißer 

HPL-Tischplatte
 Valnød naturolie med top i hvid 
 HPL

EMO Solid oak natural oil
 Eiche massiv natur geölt
 Eg massiv naturolie
EO Oak natural oil
 Eiche natur geölt
EOH Oak natural oil with top in white HPL
  Eiche natur geölt mit weißer HPL-

Tischplatte
 Eg naturolie med top i hvid HPL

EMU Solid oak soap
 Eiche massiv seifenbehandelt
 Eg massiv sæbebehandlet
EU Oak soap
 Eiche seifenbehandelt
 Eg sæbebehandlet

White high pressure laminate (HPL)Weißes 
Hochdrucklaminat (HPL) 
Hvid højtrykslaminat (HPL)

Black nanolaminate 
Schwarzes Nanolaminat 
Sort nanolaminat

White nanolaminate 
Weißes Nanolaminat 
Hvid nanolaminat

Dining tables



DINING TABLES 

11803 1 non-matching leaf for #118,#119,#120 veneer table (40.1x17.7” / 102x45 cm.)
11805 1 leaf for #118,#119,#120 solid table (40.1x17.7” / 102x45 cm.)
11803 1 leaf for #118,#119,#120 veneer or laminate table (40.1x17.7” / 102x45 cm.)

612 pers.
100x183275 cm
39.5x72108”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#11 

Page 48

	EH
	EO

	N
	EHS

	W 
	WH

	EHH

610 pers.
95x190240/290 cm
37.4x74.894.5/114.2”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#105 

Page 44, 45

	EMH 	EMO	NO

69 pers.
Ø123149 cm
Ø48.458.7”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#33 

Page 12, 13, 14, 15

	E
	EMO
	N 

	W
	EH
	EMH 

	NO
	WS
	EHF 

	ED
	NS
	EHS

612 pers.
100x177277 cm
39.4x69.7109”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#37 

skovby.com

614 pers.
100x200300 cm
39.4x78.7118”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#39 

Page 49

612 pers.
100x165265 cm
39x65x104.3”
Height: 73 cm/29”

610 pers.
95x175275 cm
37.4x68.8108.3”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#74 

skovby.com

#126 

Page 46, 47

	BM 	BMU	EMH 	EMU

	E
	EHS
	NS

	EO
	ED 

	EH
	W 

	EHH
	N

614 pers.
109x190290/390 cm
43x75114.2”/153,5”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#78 

Page 82, 83, 84, 85

26 pers.
80x40109/178 cm
31.5x1643/70”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#101 

Page 51

	E 	EH 	N 	W

614 pers.
90x150306/358 cm
35.4x59120.5/141”
Height: 73 cm/28.7”

#23 

Page 22, 23, 30, 31

	EMO
	N 

	E
	EHH 

	W
	EM 

	EMH
	WH

614 pers.
95x240290/340 cm
37.4x94.5114.2/133.9”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#106 

Page 44, 45

	EMH 	EMO	NO

620 pers.
100x200356/512 cm
39.4x78.7140/201.6”
Height: 73 cm/28.7”

#24 

Page 22, 23, 33

	EMO
	N 

	E
	EHH 

	W
	EM 

	EMH
	WH

46 pers.
Ø105L145 cm
Ø41.3L 57.1”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#111 

Page 18

	E
	EHH
	NOS

	EH
	EHS
	EMO

	N
	EMH
	NO

414 pers.
Ø130L:230/330 cm
Ø51.2L:90.6/130”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#112  

Page 19

	E
	EHH
	NOS

	ED
	EHS
	EMO

	N
	EMH
	NO

#27 

Page 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 
27, 28, 29, 102, 107

620 pers.
101x205358/511 cm
39.8x80.7141/201.2”
Height: 74 cm/28.7”

	BMU
	ED
	E
	EHS

	NOS
	EMU
	EHH
	N

	EMO
	W
	NO
	EOH

	EMH
	WH

410 pers.
102x142182 cm
40.1x55.971.6”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#116 

Page 75

	E
	N

	EH
	NO

	EHH
	NOS

	EHS
	W

#30 

Page 41, 42, 43, 44

612 pers.
100x200280 cm
39.4x78.7110.2”
Ht. 64110 cm/2543.3”

	EMH
	NO

	EHH
	NOS

	EHS
	ED

612 pers.
102x192252 cm
40.1x75.699.2”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#117 

Page 72, 73

	E
	N

	EH
	NO

	EHH
	NOS

	EHS
	W

#118 

Page 76, 77

	E
	EHS
	W

	EMO
	N

	EMH
	NO

	EHH
	NOS

410 pers.
102x142187/232 cm
40.1x55.973.6”/91.3”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#119 

Page 78, 79, 80, 81

	E
	EHS
	W

	EMO
	N

	EMH
	NO

	EHH
	NOS

612 pers.
102x192237/282 cm
40.1x75.693.3”/111”
Height: 74 cm/29”

#120 

Page 16, 17

	E
	EHS
	W

	EMO
	N

	EMH
	NO

	EHH
	NOS

48 pers.
Ø102x147/192 cm
Ø40.1x57.9/75.6”
Height: 74 cm/29”

	EH 	N 	NO	E 	EH 	N 	NO

614 pers.
101x155308/359 cm
39.8x61121/141.3”
Height: 74 cm/28.7”

#26 

Page 22, 23, 30, 31

	BMU
	ED
	E
	EHS

	NOS
	EMU
	EHH
	N

	EMO
	W
	NO
	EOH

	EMH
	WH

	BMU
	EMO

	E
	EMU

	EMH
	N

	EHH
	W
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CHAIRS 

46x53x82 cm

18x20.9x32.3”

#811 

Page 75, 79

50x51x77 cm

19.7x20x30.3”

50x51x77 cm

19.7x20x30.3”

#826 w. upholstered back 

Page 24, 25, 30, 31, 61, 
77, 78, 115

#827 w. woven seat 

Page 46, 47, 115

52x52x75 cm
20.5x20.5x29.5”

#52 

Page 38, 45, 48, 82, 
83, 84, 85, 112

	B
	EMH
	N

	BMU
	EMO
	NMO

	E
	EMU 

	ED
	W

50x51x77 cm

19.7x20x30.3”

#825 

Page 8, 13, 24, 25, 30,
31, 61, 77, 78, 115

#48/48x steel frame

Page 106

45x54x87 cm

17.7x21.3x34.3”

#50 steel frame

Page 40, 41, 42, 43, 110

45x45x91117 cm

17.7x17.7x35.846”

#53 steel frame

Page 106

45x54x92 cm

17.7x21.3x36.2”

#55 steel frame

Page 28, 29, 57, 72, 73, 
90, 106

57x55x78 cm

22.4x21.7x30.7”
Black or Chrome frame

#58/58x steel frame 

Page 49, 107

45x54x92 cm

17.7x21.3x36.2”

#91 

Page 114

45x54x84 cm
17.7x21.3x33”

#92 

Page 18, 114

47x55x86 cm
18.5x21.7x34”

#94 

Page 114

45x49x83 cm
17.7x19.3x32.7”

#96 

Page 51, 114

45x49x80 cm
17.7x19.3x31.5”

#40 

Page 44

#46 

Page 15, 80, 81, 88, 112

#47

Page 26, 27, 112

46x61x86 cm
18x24x34”

47x49x79 cm
18.5x19.3x31.1”

47x56x85 cm
18.5x22x33.5”

#63 

Page 102, 107

	B
	EMH
	N

	BMU
	EMO
	NMO

	E
	EMU 

	EMD
	W

45x54x88 cm
17.7x21.3x34.7”

#64 

Page 33, 113

	B
	EMO 

	BMU
	EMU

	E
	N

	EMH
	W

47x56x95 cm
18.5x22x37.4”

#65 

Page 19, 113

	B
	EMO
	N

	BMU
	ED
	NMO

	E
	EMU 

	EMH
	W

57x55x78 cm
22.4x21.7x30.7”

#66 

Page 113

47x56x95 cm
18.5x22x37.4”

#93 steel frame

Page 105

47x55x86 cm

18.5x21.7x34”

#807

Page 17, 52, 53, 108

	E
	N

	EOL
	NOL

	EHL 	W

46x53x82 cm

18x21x32.3”

#801 steel frame

Page 32, 108

	E
	N

	EOL
	NOL

	EHL 	W

46x53x82 cm

18x21x32.3”
Black or Chrome frame

#802 steel frame

Page 108

	E
	N

	EOL
	NOL

	EHL 	W

53x53x82 cm

21x21x32.3”
Black or Chrome frame

#803 steel frame

Page 108

	E
	N

	EOL
	NOL

	EHL 	W

46x53x82 cm

18x21x32.3”
Black frame

#808

Page 110, 111

	E
	N

	EOL
	NOL

	EHL 	W

41x42x83 cm

16x16.5x32.7”

	B
	EMO

	B
	EMO

	B
	EMO

	B
	EMO

	E
	N

	E
	W
	BMU

	B
	EMH
	W

	B
	EMH
	N

	E
	N
	W

	E
	N
	W

	E
	N
	W

	E
	W
	BMU

	E
	EMU

	BMU
	EMU

	BMU
	EMU

	BMU
	EMU

	W
	EMU

	EMO
	N

	BMU
	EMO

	BMU
	EMO
	NO

	EMU
	NMO

	EMU
	NMO

	EMU
	NMO

	EMO
	N

	ED
	N

	E
	N

	E
	N

	E
	N

	EMO
	B

	EMH
	NMO

	E
	EMU

	E
	EMU

	EMO
	B

	EMO
	B

	EMO
	B

	EMH
	NMO

	EMH
	W

	EMH
	W

	EMH
	W

	EMH
	W

	EMH

	ED
	B

	ED
	N

	ED
	W

	EMH
	BMU

	EMH
	BMU

	EMH
	BMU

	ED
	B
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HOME DESK AND SMALL FURNITURE

#104 

Page 6, 52, 53, 54

	EOL
	EHL

	EHH
	EHS

	W
	WS

	N
	NOS

4488x132 cm/Height: 74 cm
17.334.6x51.9”/Height 29”

#130

Page 39

40x64 cm/Height: 74 cm
15.7x25.2”/Height: 29.1”

#135

Page 50

	EH 	W

35x170 cm/13.7x67”
Height: 46,5 cm/18.3”

#833

Page 24, 25, 36

	EMH 	EMO	W

55x115 cm/Height: 74 cm
21.7x45.3”/Height 29”

55x115 cm/Height: 74 cm
21.7x45.3”/Height 29”

#131

Page 38

35x120 cm/13.7x47.2”
Height: 46,5 cm/18.3”

#832

Page 36, 37

	EMH 	EMO	W
Cushions available for 
additional purchase.

Cushions available for 
additional purchase.

	EMH 	EMO	W

Ø39 cm/Height 46 cm
Ø15.4”/Height 18”

#840

Page 24, 34, 39, 54, 
59, 64

COFFEE TABLES 

65x63 cm
25.6x24.8”
43 cm/17”

54x54 cm
21.2x21.2”
49 cm/19.3”

Ø59,5 cm
23.4”
49 cm/19.3”

#206 

Page 69

#240+265

Page 5569

#241+265

Page 5569

	E
	EHS

	EMH
	EHH

	NO
	EMO

77x135 cm
30.3x53”
47 cm/18.5”

54x54 cm
21.3x21.3”
45,5 cm/17.9”

Ø59,5 cm
23.4”
45,5 cm/17.9”

99x99 cm
39x39”
45,5 cm/17.9”

130x65 cm
51.2x25.6”
45,5 cm/17.9”

130x65 cm
51.2x25.6”
49 cm/19.3”

Ø99 cm
39”
45,5 cm/17.9”

99x99 cm
39x39”
49 cm/19.3”

Ø99 cm
39”
49 cm/19.2”

99x99 cm
39x39”
45 cm/17.7”

Ø99 cm
39”
45 cm/17.7”

130x65 cm
51.2x25.6”
45 cm/17.7”

99x99 cm
39x39”
4870 cm/18.927.6”

Ø99 cm
39”
4870 cm/18.927.6”

130x65 cm
51.2x25.6”
4870 cm/18.927.6”

#205 

Page 69

#240+264

Page 5569

#241+264

Page 5569

#242+264

Page 5569

#244+264

Page 5569

#244+265

Page 5569

#243+264

Page 5569

#242+265

Page 5569

#243+265

Page 5569

#242+262S

Page 5569

#243+262S

Page 5569

#244+263S

Page 5569

#242+266

Page 5569

#243+266

Page 5569

#244+267

Page 5569

	E
	EHS

	EMH
	EHH

	NO
	EMO

	E
	W
	N

	EMO
	WH 

	EMH
	WS 

	EHH
	NO

	E
	W
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	EMO
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	EMH
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	EHH
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	E
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	EMH
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	EHH
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	E
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	EMH
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	EHH
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	E
	W
	N

	EMO
	WH
	C

	EMH
	WS 

	EHH
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	E
	W
	N

	EMO
	WH
	C

	EMH
	WS 

	EHH
	NO

	E
	W
	N

	EMO
	WH
	C

	EMH
	WS 

	EHH
	NO

	E
	W
	N

	EMO
	WH
	C

	EMH
	WS 

	EHH
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	E
	W
	N

	EMO
	WH
	C

	EMH
	WS 

	EHH
	NO

	E
	W
	N

	EMO
	WH
	C

	EMH
	WS 

	EHH
	NO

	E
	W
	N

	EMO
	WH
	C

	EMH
	WS 

	EHH
	NO

65x63 cm
25.6x24.8”
47 cm/18.5”

54x54 cm
21.2x21.2”
41,5 cm/16.4”

Ø59,5 cm
23.4”
41,5 cm/16.4”

54x54 cm
21.2x21.2”
45 cm/17.7”

Ø59,5 cm
23.4”
45 cm/17.7”

#207

Page 69

#240+260S

Page 5569

#241+260S

Page 5569

#240+261S

Page 5569

#241+261S

Page 5569

	E
	EHS

	EMH
	EHH

	NO
	EMO

	E
	W
	N

	EMO
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	EMH
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	EHH
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	EMH
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	EHH
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	E
	EHH
	WS

	EMO
	NO

	EMO
	NO

	EMH
	NOS

	EMH
	NOS

	EHS
	W

	EHS
	W
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	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH 	W 	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH 	W

	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH

111x46x131 cm
43.7x18.1x51.6”

#302 

Page 91

	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH

170x46x80 cm
67x18x31.5”

#300 

Page 91

	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH
	W

	BMU

146x41x80 cm
76.4x16.1x31.5”

#304 

Page 31

Brushed steel base

#73337  Comb. #733

Page 85

180x20 cm
71x8”

#307 

Page 93

98x41x182 cm
38.6x16.1x71.7”
	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH
	W

	BMU

#306 

Page 33, 92, 93

194x41x80 cm
76.4x16.1x31.5”

	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH
	W

	BMU

#544 

Page 73, 76, 77, 90

190x43x85 cm
74.8x16.9x33.5”
	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH 	W

#733

Page 85

180x47x60 cm
71x18.5x23.6”
	EMH
	N

	EMO
	W

	EMU

#73314  Comb. #733

Page 85

180x20 cm
71x8”
	N
	EMH

	W
	EMO

	EMU

#40214 

Base, page 96

Comb. #402

	E
	N

	NO
	EH

	W
	ED

84x36x9 cm
33.1x14.2x3.5”

#40414 

Base, page 99

Comb. #404

	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH
	W

	ED

169x36x9 cm
66.5x14.2x3.5”

#40514

Base, page 99

Comb. #405

	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH
	W

	ED

211x36x9 cm 
83.1x14.2x3.5”

#45214 

Base, page 99

Comb. #452

	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH
	W

	ED

100x36x9 cm
39.4x14.2x3.5”

#40137

Legs, page 99

Comb. #400 series

	SATIN 	BLACK 	CREAM

34x18 cm
13.4x7.1”

#932 

Page 99

	E
	ED

	EU
	W

	EO
	N

	EH
	NO

146x44x88 cm
57.5x17.3x34.6”

#942 

Page 99

	E
	ED

	EU
	W

	EO
	N

	EH
	NO

194x44x88 cm
76.4x17.3x34.6”

#402 

Page 95

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH
	W

84x43x68 cm
33.1x16.9x26.8”

#412

Page 88

#413

Page 80, 81, 89

#414

Page 26, 27, 89

100x37x80 cm
39.4x14.6x31.5”

149x41x80 cm
58.7x16.1x31.5”

197x46x80 cm
77.5x18.1x31.5”

#404 

Page 95

	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH
	W

	ED

169x43x68 cm
66.5x16.9x26.8”

#405 

Page 94

	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH
	W

	ED

211x43x68 cm
83.1x16.9x26.8”

#452 

Page 96, 97 

	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH
	W

	ED

100x43x162 cm
39.4x16.9x63.8”

#410 

Page 80, 88

100x37x192 cm
39.4x14.6x 75.6”

#914

Page 96

	E
	ED

	EU
	W

	EO
	N

	EH
	NO

50x44x200 cm
19.7x17.3x78.7”

#923 

Page 99

	E
	ED

	EU
	W

	EO
	N

	EH
	NO

98x44x136 cm
38.6x17.3x53.5”

STORAGE

	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH 	W 	E
	N

	EO
	NO

	EH 	W

#40002 

Top plate, page 95

Comb. #402

	E
	N
	H

	EO
	NO 

	EH
	W

	ED
	S

	E
	N
	H

	EO
	NO 

	EH
	W

	ED
	S

81x39x2 cm
31.9x15.4x0.8”

#40004

Top plate, page 99

Comb. #404

166x39x2 cm
65.4x15.4x0.8”

#40005

Top plate, page 99 

Comb. #405

208x39x2 cm
81.9x15.4x0.8”

	E
	N

	H
	NO

	EH
	W

	ED
	S

120 I 121



48x37x48 cm
19x14.6x19”

#621

Page 102

Comb. #621

45x33x20 cm
17.7x13x7.9”

#62124  Black trays

skovby.com

Comb. #621

45x33x26 cm
17.7x13x10.2”

#62125  Black trays

skovby.com

48x35x48 cm
19x13.8x19”

#631 

Page 102103

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

48x33x7 cm
18.9x13x2.8”

#63114

skovby.com

Comb. #621 / #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

48x37x2 cm
18.9x14.6x0.8”

#60001

skovby.com

Comb. #621 / #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

48x48x2 cm
18.9x18.9x0.8”

#63110

Page 103

Comb. #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

96x33x7 cm
37.8x13x2.8”

#63214 

skovby.com

Comb. #621 / #622 / #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

96x37x2 cm
37.8x14.6x0.8”

#60002

skovby.com

Comb. #621 / #622 / #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

48x48x2 cm
18.9x18.9x0.8”

#63111

Page 5569

Comb. #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

144x33x7 cm
56.7x13x2.8”

#63314

skovby.com

Comb. #621 / #622 / #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

144x37x2 cm
56.7x14.6x0.8”

#60003

Page 102103

Comb. #621 / #622 / #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

48x48x2 cm
18.9x18.9x0.8”

#63141

skovby.com

Comb. #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

95x33x21 cm
37.4x13x8.3”

#63235

Page 101

Comb. #621 / #622 / #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

48x48x2 cm
18.9x18.9x0.8”

#63140

skovby.com

Comb. #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

47x33x21 cm
18.5x13x8.3”

#63135

skovby.com

Comb. #621 / #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

192x37x2 cm
75.6x14.6x0.8”

#60004

Page 5569

Comb. #621 / #622 / #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

48x32x48 cm
18.9x18.9x12.6”

#63131

Page 102103

Comb. #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

143x33x21 cm
56.3x13x8.3”

#63335

Page 102

Comb. #621 / #622 / #631

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

45x35x1.3 cm
17.7x13.8x0.5”

#62118  Wooden shelf

skovby.com

Comb. #621

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

96x37x48 cm
38x14.6x19”

#622

skovby.com

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

46x35x1.3 cm
18.1x13.8x0.5”

#62218

skovby.com

Comb. #622

	E
	N

	ED
	NO

	EH 	H

NORRA BY SKOVBY / COMBINATION OPTIONS

TV/HI-FI CABINETS

#94110

*optional soundbar solution, page 100

194x44x40 cm
76.4x17.3x15.7”

#941

Page 100

	E
	EU

	EH
	N

	EO
	NO

	ED
	W

146x44x40 cm
57.5x17.3x15.7”

#931

Page 100

	E
	EU

	EH
	N

	EO
	NO

	ED
	W

#411

Page 100101

149x41x45 cm
58.7x16.1x17.7”

#305

Page 100

194x40x58 cm
76.4x15.7x22.8”
	E
	N

	E
	NO

	EO
	NO

	EO
	N

	EH
	W

	EMU	BMU 	W
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Skovby Møbelfabrik A/S 
Denmark 
www.skovby.com 

All rights reserved




